
 

 

Matakohe-Limestone Island Ranger's Report July 2020 

 

Visitors and Volunteers 

• Jan Thomas and a group of children from Horahora Primary School came over to the island 
to do some volunteer work for the day, starting off with weeding and releasing native plants 
from grasses in Jan’s adopt-a-spot on the North East side of the island. After a couple of 
hours of hard work everyone had a break to recharge themselves before clearing some of 
the weeds growing around the bait stations on the North face of the island. 

• The Onerahi Lions came over on a calm Saturday morning to plant the cabbage trees Dwane 
had brought over last month. The team quickly planted about a hundred trees in a clear 
patch above the Northeast quarry thanks to the help of an auger drill one of the members 
brought over.  

• On the same day the Onerahi Lions were over, Bernie shared a trip over to do some weed 

control over on Motuotawa (Rabbit) Island. The biggest pest over there, of course, is the 
Mothplant which had almost covered the whole island this time last year. After his weed 
control Bernie returned to the island to help bag up the salted rabbit baits, he and Dwane 
had prepared earlier in the week for use in our trapping. 

• The dedicated group of volunteers were over at the start of the month tackling some of the 

pest plants that were growing near the Edge house ruins, the biggest culprit there being the 
Mothplant vines. We managed to find quite a few mature ones that had produced pods. 
Other pest plants were found including little Taiwanese cherry trees and English Ivy vines 
which are starting to sporadically appear in that area. After enjoying lunch and a well-earned 
cup of tea, everyone split off to clean some of the drains which had become full of mud and 
silt, or went around the beach to clean up a lot of plastic rubbish that had washed up from 
previous storm. 

Flora and Fauna 

• Once again, the island’s two favourite oi (grey-faced 
petrels) are sitting on another egg. After staying away 
from the island for a few weeks the female returned in 
early June and was seen keeping the egg nice and warm. 
  

• In light of some of the events occurring on other offshore 
island kiwi creches, Sir Ed was given a condition score 
check and was, happily, showing a healthy weight and 
condition. His nightly activity has still been quite high, 
meaning that his breeding has been a little slower this 
year, as normally around this time he would be sitting on 
a clutch of eggs but this seems to be similar to what other 
kiwi around Northland are doing and may have been 
caused by the warm/dry autumn and early winter.  



• A banded rail has been spotted near the Ranger’s cabin around sunrise. These little guys are 

normally quite secretive and often stay in areas with lots of vegetation, especially in areas 
with mangrove cover, only foraging in open areas during sunrise and sunset. Check out the 
website [http://www.nzbirdsonline.org.nz/species/banded-rail] for more info on the species 

• During the last month of trapping one stoat, a couple of rats and a few mice were caught in 
the traps most of which were fortunately caught on the buffer zone, with most of the mice 
being caught on the island.  
 

• Work has also been started on the pest plant scope/grid search on the island with a bush 
block on the North-western side being thoroughly searched. Fortunately, it was mostly 
lacking in pest plants with a couple of mature moth plant vines, a few mothplant seedlings 
and the very odd Taiwanese cherry tree being found. 
 

• While rebaiting the bait stations on the South side of the island I noticed 
a couple of mature wild ginger plants growing in the middle of the bush. 
While I controlled the plants I saw on the spot, it was surprising to 
actually see them as I had not seen them growing on the island before. 
Hopefully we don’t see any more of them pop up. 

Other News   

• The grey-faced petrel bird caller has finally been fixed. After many attempts to find out why 
it was not being charged, I brought it off the island and took it to ElectroSound, who gave it 
a good tune-up and replaced some of the faulty parts in the caller. While it is now back in 
the petrel station it is now only operating every second day; this is to ensure the battery is 
getting enough charge during the dull winter days after it has been playing the bird call 
during the night.    
 

• The outboard on the little boat was developing an issue of losing power after increasing the 
RPM. Luckily it was easily fixed by replacing the fuel in the tank. The boat was recently 
serviced by Marine North and was said to be in good condition as usual. Let’s hope this was 
just a one-off issue.  
 

• With the heavy rain we had during the recent weeks a lot of soil and rocks have washed on 
to the walking tracks. Some of the volunteers noticed that one of the stairways on the all-
weather track had washed away some rocks that were holding the gravel on top in place 
which resulted in a few holes in the staircase. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Upcoming Events 

• Our next volunteer Wednesday will be on the August the 5th, meeting at the Onerahi Jetty 
at 9am and returning at 2pm. Make sure you bring proper outdoor clothing, food and water.  

 

 

 

All the best 
Darren 
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